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Abstract
Speech perception is heavily influenced by surrounding sounds. When spectral properties differ between earlier (context) and
later (target) sounds, this can produce spectral contrast effects (SCEs) that bias perception of later sounds. For example, when
context sounds have more energy in low-F1 frequency regions, listeners report more high-F1 responses to a target vowel, and vice
versa. SCEs have been reported using various approaches for a wide range of stimuli, but most often, large spectral peaks were
added to the context to bias speech categorization. This obscures the lower limit of perceptual sensitivity to spectral properties of
earlier sounds, i.e., when SCEs begin to bias speech categorization. Listeners categorized vowels (/ɪ/-/ɛ/, Experiment 1) or
consonants (/d/-/g/, Experiment 2) following a context sentence with little spectral amplification (+1 to +4 dB) in frequency
regions known to produce SCEs. In both experiments, +3 and +4 dB amplification in key frequency regions of the context
produced SCEs, but lesser amplification was insufficient to bias performance. This establishes a lower limit of perceptual
sensitivity where spectral differences across sounds can bias subsequent speech categorization. These results are consistent with
proposed adaptation-based mechanisms that potentially underlie SCEs in auditory perception.

Significance statement
Recent sounds can change what speech sounds we hear later. This can occur when the average frequency composition of earlier
sounds differs from that of later sounds, biasing how they are perceived. These Bspectral contrast effects^ are widely observed
when sounds’ frequency compositions differ substantially. We reveal the lower limit of these effects, as +3 dB amplification of
key frequency regions in earlier sounds was enough to bias categorization of the following vowel or consonant sound. Speech
categorization being biased by very small spectral differences across sounds suggests that spectral contrast effects occur fre-
quently in everyday speech perception.

Keywords Perceptual categorization and identification . Psychoacoustics . Speech perception

Introduction

All perception takes place in context. Objects and events in the
sensory environment are perceived relative to recent objects and
events as well as the perceiver’s experiences. Speech perception
is no different, as recognition of speech sounds is influenced by
surrounding sounds. If the average spectral properties of earlier
(context) sounds differ from those in later (target) sounds, this

difference is perceptually magnified and categorization of the
target sound is biased.1 For example, if context sounds exhibit
a lower average F1 than is present in the target sound, the latter
will be perceived as having a higher F1 by comparison, and vice
versa. This is known as a spectral contrast effect (SCE) and has
been widely observed in speech perception (Ladefoged &
Broadbent, 1957; Watkins, 1991; Holt, 2005, 2006; Sjerps
et al., 2011, 2013; Stilp et al., 2015; Assgari & Stilp, 2015;
Stilp & Assgari, 2017; Sjerps et al., 2017).

1 We draw the distinction between long-term SCEs (produced by average
spectral properties in context sounds that are 1+ seconds in duration) and
short-term SCEs (produced by spectral properties at the offset of short-
duration context sounds; e.g., Lotto & Kluender, 1998). While long-term
and short-term SCEs produce consistent effects in similar directions, the pres-
ent investigation and subsequent citations focus on long-term SCEs.
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A host of behavioral results firmly situates SCEs as a low-
level phenomenon. SCEs are not limited to speech but occur
quite broadly in auditory perception, being reported for non-
speech contexts biasing speech categorization (signal-correlated
noise contexts: Watkins, 1991; Watkins & Makin, 1994; pure
tone contexts: Holt, 2005, 2006; Laing et al., 2012) and non-
speech contexts biasing nonspeech categorization (musical
instruments; Stilp et al., 2010). Watkins and Makin suggested
that these effects are independent of sound source and precede
extraction of any features from the acoustic signal (Watkins &
Makin, 1994, 1996). Later, Sjerps and colleagues argued that
SCEs occur before any contributions from lexical status, atten-
tion, native language background, or even category structure it-
self (Sjerps et al., 2012, 2013; Sjerps&Smiljanic, 2013; Sjerps&
Reinisch, 2015). Altogether, SCEs appear to reflect a basic, low-
level process that serves to accentuate differences between stimuli
(von Bekesy, 1967; Warren, 1985; Kluender et al., 2003).

Neural mechanisms responsible for these effects have not
been definitively identified, but candidate mechanisms that
have been considered complement the low-level nature of
SCEs described above. Simple neural adaptation has been
discussed as a plausible source of SCEs (Delgutte, 1996;
Delgutte et al., 1996; Holt et al., 2000; Holt & Lotto, 2002).
In simple neural adaptation, neurons adapt to their character-
istic frequency components that are present in earlier (context)
sounds. These adapted neurons would then be less responsive
to these frequency components in later (target) sounds.
Conversely, neurons that encode other frequencies, particular-
ly frequencies that are not present in earlier sounds, would not
be adapted. These neurons would then be relatively more re-
sponsive to later (target) sounds. On a population level, this
shift in neural responsiveness could underlie increased percep-
tual sensitivity to stimulus change, resulting in a contrast ef-
fect. While this is one possible underlying mechanism, effects
allegedly produced by neural adaptation might instead be pro-
duced by other mechanisms, such as adaptation of inhibition
(also termed adaptation of suppression; see Summerfield
et al., 1984, 1987). In adaptation of inhibition, neurons re-
spond to their characteristic frequencies in a given sound
while also suppressing responses of other neurons to neigh-
boring frequencies. Over time, this suppressive influence
adapts, making neural responses to these neighboring frequen-
cies more pronounced than they were initially. It is noteworthy
that adaptation and adaptation of inhibition are frequently cit-
ed as explanations for auditory enhancement effects, where
spectral changes over time are neurally and perceptually en-
hanced (Viemeister & Bacon, 1982; Summerfield et al., 1984,
1987; Nelson & Young, 2010; Byrne et al., 2011; Carcagno
et al., 2012), a process that has been suggested to be related to
SCEs (Holt & Lotto, 2002; Kluender et al., 2003).

Historically, most investigations of SCEs in speech percep-
tion used high-gain filters to amplify relevant frequency re-
gions in context sounds (see Stilp et al., 2015 for review). This

level of amplification produced large spectral differences be-
tween the context and target sounds. While this approach in-
creased the probability of observing an SCE, it failed to ad-
dress listeners’ sensitivity to more modest spectral differences
across context sounds and target sounds. Stilp, Anderson, and
Winn (2015) addressed this issue by filtering context
sentences using a wide range of filter gains (+5 to +20 dB
amplification for narrowband spectral amplification, 25% to
100% of the total difference between broadband spectral en-
velopes). Across four listener groups and different filter types,
as total filter power increased, the magnitudes of SCEs biasing
vowel categorization increased linearly (r = 0.74). When one
listener group was tested on a single filter type (300-Hz
bandwidth) at four levels of filter gain (+5 to +20 dB in 5-
dB steps), the linear relationship between filter gain and SCE
magnitudes was even stronger (r = 0.99; Stilp & Alexander,
2016). A similarly strong linear relationship was observed for
filter gains predicting SCEs that biased consonant categoriza-
tion (r = 0.99; Stilp & Assgari, 2017).

Speech categorization exhibited a close relationship with
spectral properties of earlier sounds, but the lower limit of this
perceptual sensitivity remains an open question. In studies by
Stilp and colleagues (Stilp et al., 2015; Assgari & Stilp, 2015;
Stilp & Alexander, 2016; Stilp & Assgari, 2017), the smallest
spectral amplifications of context sentences were +5 dB, which
was largely sufficient to produce SCEs. These results failed to
identify themagnitude of change from context to target that was
required to produce an SCE, or equivalently, when spectral
properties of earlier sounds begin to bias speech categorization.
It is likely the case that some small amount of amplification in
the spectra of context sounds is insufficient to bias speech cat-
egorization. This possibility was anticipated by Holt et al.
(2000), who made a prediction based on neural adaptation as
a potential mechanism of SCEs: Bless spectrally distinct or less
intense precursors should tend to result in fewer adapted neu-
rons. Thus, when a subsequent stimulus follows, less adaptation
should result in less of a population shift in neural response.
That is, there should be less neural contrast. If this change
influences perception, such stimuli should exert a smaller effect
of context on their neighbors^ (pp 719-720). From this perspec-
tive, studies that used high-gain filters to modify context spectra
invoked sufficient neural adaptation to produce SCEs. At a
point, extremely modest amplification of context spectra would
produce insufficient neural adaptation to bias categorization of
the subsequent speech target, thus failing to produce SCEs.

Yet, it is unclear exactly when preceding context fails to
influence subsequent speech categorization. Studies closely
related to the present investigation revealed that +5 dB was
the lower limit for spectral amplification that biased vowel
categorization. Stilp and Anderson (2014) examined spectral
calibration, where the context spectrum was amplified at the
same frequency as a formant in the target vowel (F2, a key
distinguishing feature for the target vowels /i/ and /u/).
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Listeners decreased their reliance on F2 and increased their
reliance on other spectral cues (spectral tilt) to categorize the
vowel, but only when amplification of the context spectrum
was at least +5 dB. Spectral calibration effects are closely
related to SCEs; the former is the deemphasis of spectral sim-
ilarities and the latter is the emphasis of spectral differences
(Alexander & Kluender, 2010). Given this association, be-
cause spectral amplification of less than +5 dB did not bias
speech categorization for spectral calibration, it might not bias
categorization through SCEs either.

While not a direct analog to context effects in speech per-
ception, various psychophysical studies have reported sensi-
tivity to even smaller increments in sound spectra. Normal-
hearing listeners detected spectral increments as small as 1 dB
in studies of profile analysis (Green, 1988) and accurately
recognized vowels based on spectral increments (correspond-
ing to formant frequencies) only 1-2 dB in magnitude (Lea &
Summerfield, 1994; Leek et al., 1987; Loizou& Poroy, 2001).
Other studies reported high sensitivity to small spectral differ-
ences over time. When listeners first heard a harmonic stimu-
lus with 1-2 dB spectral notches in place of vowel formant
peaks, they accurately identified a subsequent flat-spectrum
stimulus as a vowel with spectral peaks at those notch frequen-
cies (Summerfield et al., 1984, 1987). These studies demon-
strate remarkable sensitivity to small spectral increments, but
citing these results to predict the lower limit of SCEs in speech
categorization must be done with caution. Marked differences
exist across these psychophysical studies and investigations of
SCEs in terms of tasks (explicitly detecting spectral incre-
ments versus categorizing a target sound), stimulus construc-
tion (presence of a spectral increment throughout the stimulus
versus waxing and waning throughout the sentence context),
and practice (extensive versus minimal).

The present experiments investigated perceptual sensitivity
to spectral properties of earlier sounds and subsequent context
effects in speech categorization. Experiment 1 explored this
sensitivity in vowel categorization (extending the results of
Stilp et al., 2015; Stilp & Alexander, 2016), and Experiment
2 explored this sensitivity in consonant categorization
(extending Stilp & Assgari, 2017). In both experiments, spec-
tral amplification in the context sentence ranged from +1 to +4
dB. This approach sought to establish the lower limits of per-
ceptual sensitivity to spectral properties in earlier sounds that
biased categorization of later speech sounds.

Methods

Participants

Target sample size was approximately 20 participants that met
the performance-based inclusionary criteria (described be-
low). Testing a sample of this size achieved 99% power at α

= 0.05 based on previous experiments of similar design (con-
text sentences processed by filters with +5 dB gain produced
mean SCEs of 0.5 stimulus steps and a standard deviation of
0.5; Assgari & Stilp, 2015; Assgari et al., 2016). Twenty-three
undergraduate students at the University of Louisville partic-
ipated in exchange for course credit. All participants were
native English speakers and reported normal hearing.

Stimuli

Context

The context stimulus was a recording of the first author saying
BPlease say what this vowel is^ (2,174 ms; mean fundamental
frequency = 101.30 Hz; standard deviation [SD] = 20.88).
This is the same stimulus used in previous investigations of
SCEs by Stilp and colleagues (Stilp et al., 2015; Assgari &
Stilp, 2015; Stilp & Alexander, 2016). Average energy in the
low-F1 (100-400 Hz) and high-F1 (550-850 Hz) regions was
approximately equal (within 1 dB of each other). The sentence
was then processed by a 300-Hz-wide finite impulse response
filter near F1 in the target vowels /ɪ/ or /ɛ/: 100-400 Hz or 550-
850 Hz, respectively. The level of filter gain in the passband
(with zero gain at other frequencies) varied from +1 to +4 dB
in 1-dB steps. This created Blow-F1-amplified^ and Bhigh-F1-
amplified^ versions of the context. Filters were created using
the fir2 function in MATLAB (MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA)
with 1,200 coefficients. Finally, context stimuli were low-pass
filtered at a cutoff frequency of 5,000 Hz.

Targets

Target vowels were the same /ɪ/-to-/ɛ/ continuum as previous-
ly tested by Stilp and colleagues (Stilp et al., 2015; Assgari &
Stilp, 2015; Stilp & Alexander, 2016). For a detailed descrip-
tion of the generation procedures, see Winn and Litovsky
(2015). Briefly, tokens of /ɪ/ and /ɛ/ were recorded by the first
author. Formant contours from each token were extracted
using PRAAT (Boersma & Weenink, 2014). In the /ɪ/ end-
point, F1 linearly increased from 400 to 430 Hz, and F2 line-
arly decreased from 2,000 to 1,800 Hz. In the /ɛ/ endpoint, F1
linearly decreased from 580 to 550 Hz, and F2 linearly de-
creased from 1,800 to 1,700 Hz. These F1 trajectories were
linearly interpolated to create a ten-step continuum of formant
tracks; linear interpolations also were performed for F2 trajec-
tories. A single voice source was extracted from the /ɪ/ end-
point. Formant tracks were used to filter this source, produc-
ing the ten-step continuum of vowel tokens. Energy above
2,500 Hzwas replaced with the energy high-pass-filtered from
the original /ɪ/ token for all vowels. Final vowel stimuli were
246 ms in duration with fundamental frequency set to 100 Hz
throughout the vowel.
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All context sentences and vowels were set to equal root
mean square (RMS) amplitude. Experimental trials were then
created by concatenating one vowel to a context sentence with
a 50-ms silent interstimulus interval.

Procedure

After acquisition of informed consent, participants were seated
in a sound attenuating booth (Acoustic Systems, Inc., Austin,
TX). Stimuli were D/A converted by RME HDSPe AIO sound
cards (Audio AG, Haimhausen, Germany) on personal com-
puters and passed through a programmable attenuator (TDT
PA4, Tucker-Davis Technologies, Alachua, FL) and headphone
buffer (TDT HB6). Stimuli were presented diotically at 70 dB
sound pressure level (SPL) over circumaural headphones
(Beyerdynamic DT-150, Beyerdynamic Inc. USA,
Farmingdale, NY). A custom MATLAB script led the partici-
pants through the experiment. After each trial, participants
clicked the mouse to indicate whether the target vowel sounded
more like Bih (as in ‘bit’)^ or Beh (as in ‘bet’)^.

Participants first completed 20 practice trials. On each practice
trial, the context was a sentence from the AzBio corpus (Spahr
et al., 2012) and the target was one of the two endpoints from the
vowel continuum. Listeners were required to categorize vowels
with at least 80% accuracy to proceed to the main experiment. If
they failed to meet this criterion, they were allowed to repeat the
practice session up to two more times. If participants were still
unable to categorize vowels with 80% accuracy after the third
practice session, they were not allowed to participate in the main
experiment. A second performance criterion was implemented
where participants were required to maintain 80% accuracy on
endpoint vowels throughout the main experiment. If a participant
met the performance criterion during practice trials but did not
maintain this level of performance throughout the experiment,
his or her data were not included in statistical analyses.

The experiment comprised four blocks, with each block
testing 160 trials at a single filter gain (+1, +2, +3, +4 dB).
Trials were presented in random order, and block order was
counterbalanced across participants. The experiment was self-
paced and allowed the participants the opportunity to take
breaks between each block. No feedback was provided. The
entire experiment lasted approximately 40 minutes.

Results

Three listeners failed to categorize vowels with 80% accuracy in
the practice session and did not proceed to the main experiment.
One other listener passed the practice session but failed to main-
tain 80% accuracy on vowel continuum endpoints throughout
the experiment. This listener’s data were removed, leaving re-
sponses from the remaining 19 listeners included in analyses.

Results were analyzed using generalized linear mixed-
effect models in R (R Development Core Team, 2016) using
the lme4 package (Bates et al., 2014). Mixed-effects modeling
allows estimation of the variables under study (fixed effects)
separately from variability due primarily to individual differ-
ences of participants randomly sampled from the population
(random effects). In the model, responses were transformed
using the binomial logit linking function. Model architecture
matched that used by Stilp et al. (2015) and Stilp and Assgari
(2017). The dependent variable was modeled as binary (Bih^
or Beh^ coded as 0 and 1, respectively). Fixed effects in the
model included vowel target (coded as a continuous variable
from 1 to 10 thenmean-centered, spanning –4.5 to +4.5), filter
frequency (categorical variable with two levels: low F1 and
high F1, with high F1 set as the default level), filter gain (coded
as a continuous variable from 1 to 4 dB then mean-centered,
spanning –1.5 to +1.5), and the interaction between filter fre-
quency and filter gain. Random slopes were included for each
fixed main effect and the interaction to allow the magnitudes
of these factors to vary by listener, thereby capturing differen-
tial sensitivity to these manipulations. A random intercept of
listener was also included to account for individual differences
relative to each listener’s baseline level of performance (see
Jaeger, 2008 for discussion). The final model had the
following form:

Response∼Targetþ FilterFrequencyþ
FilterGainþ FilterFrequency x FilterGainþ
�
1þ Targetþ FilterFrequencyþ FilterGainþ
FilterFrequency x FilterGain j Listener�

Model coefficients are listed in Table 1, and mean re-
sponses with model fits are shown in Figure 1. Estimates in
Table 1 are relative to the default level of Filter Frequency
(high F1) and values of 0 for mean-centered variables
(Target, corresponding to the hypothetical stimulus 5.5 on
the 10-step continuum; Filter Gain, corresponding to the hy-
pothetical filter gain of 2.5 dB). The significant effect of
Target predicts more Beh^ responses in the high-F1-amplified
condition with each rightward step along the vowel target
continuum (toward the /ɛ/ endpoint). The significant positive
effect of Filter Frequency predicts an increase in Beh^ re-
sponses when the filtering condition is changed from high
F1 to low F1, consistent with the hypothesized direction of
SCEs. Finally, the interaction between Filter Frequency and
Filter Gain was statistically significant. This predicts that for
each 1-dB increase in filter gain, listeners will respond Beh^
more often when the filtering condition is changed from high
F1 to low F1. In other words, the model predicts that SCEs will
increase in magnitude as filter gain increases, similar to Stilp
et al. (2015).
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A post hoc analysis was conducted to reveal whether
vowel categorization was significantly biased by an SCE
at each level of filter gain. Following Stilp et al. (2015)
and Stilp and Assgari (2017), the mixed-effects model
was reanalyzed with Filter Gain coded as a categorical
factor. This tested the coefficient for Filter Frequency

against 0 using a Wald z-test at each level of filter gain.
All other model parameters matched those described in
the previous analysis. SCE magnitude was operational-
ized as the number of stimulus steps along the target
continuum separating 50% points on the high-F1-ampli-
fied and low-F1-amplified response functions (after Stilp
et al., 2015; Assgari & Stilp, 2015; Stilp & Alexander,
2016; Stilp & Assgari, 2017). This is taken as an index
of the shift in categorization following high-F1-amplified
context sentences versus following low-F1-amplified con-
text sentences. Given that the high-F1 condition was the
default level, the 50% point of this response function
was calculated as –Intercept/Target. For the low-F1 filter-
ing condition, the 50% point of that response function
was calculated as – (Intercept + Filter Frequency)/Target.
SCEs biased vowel categorization at filter gains of +4 dB
(mean SCE = 0.46 stimulus steps; β = 0.55, Z = 3.69, p
< 0.001) and +3 dB (mean SCE = 0.49 stimulus steps; β
= 0.58, Z = 3.78, p < 0.001) but did not influence vowel
categorization at filter gains of +2 dB (mean SCE = –
0.03 stimulus steps; β = –0.03, Z = –0.25, p = 0.80) or
+1 dB (mean SCE = 0.04 stimulus steps; β = 0.05, Z =
0.32, p = 0.75).

Table 1 Mixed-effects model results for Experiment 1. BTarget^ refers
to the slope of the logistic function, defined as the change in log odds of
the listener responding Beh^ resulting from a change of one step along the
vowel continuum. BFilterFrequency^ lists the change in log odds of the
listener responding Beh^ resulting from changing the context filtering
from the high F1 region (550-850 Hz) to the low F1 region (100–400
Hz). BFilterGain^ lists the change in log odds of an Beh^ response
resulting from increasing filter gain by 1 dB. BFilterFrequency x
FilterGain^ indicates the change in the size of the FilterFrequency effect
(i.e., SCE) per dB of filter gain. SE = standard error of the mean.

Estimate SE Z p

Intercept –0.13 0.15 –0.84 0.40

Target 1.18 0.08 14.56 <2e–16

FilterFrequency 0.28 0.07 4.18 <3e–5

FilterGain –0.09 0.08 –1.12 0.26

FilterFrequency x FilterGain 0.21 0.06 3.19 <2e–3

Fig. 1 Stimuli and results from Experiment 1. The top row depicts long-
term average spectra of the context sentence, filtered to add +1 (leftmost
panel) to +4 dB (rightmost panel) amplification in one of two frequency
regions: low F1 (100-400 Hz; dashed blue lines) or high F1 (550-850 Hz;
solid red lines). In themiddle row, circles depict listeners’mean responses
as a function of each target vowel in the vowel continuum. Curves fit to
the data are predicted responses generated by the generalized linear
mixed-effects model. The bottom row depicts previous results from

Stilp and Alexander (2016; black circles), the linear regression fit to those
data (solid black line), the same regression extrapolated down to the filter
gains under investigation (dashed black line), and results from
Experiment 1 (red squares). In this plot, both past and present results
are from mixed-effects models where filter gains are tested categorically;
i.e., each condition examined individually without the assumption that
SCEs scaled linearly as a function of filter gain
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Discussion

Vowel categorization was biased by subtle manipulations of
spectral properties in preceding sounds. Differentially amplify-
ing key frequencies in the context sentence (100-400 Hz vs.
550-850 Hz) by +3 and +4 dB produced SCEs that biased
listeners’ vowel categorization, but amplifying these frequency
regions by +1 or +2 dB did not influence listeners’ responses.
Previous studies of SCEs in vowel perception only tested lis-
teners’ sensitivity down to +5 dB amplification in key frequen-
cy regions (Stilp et al., 2015; Assgari & Stilp, 2015; Stilp &
Alexander, 2016). The present results demonstrate that these
effects continue down to +3 dB and that themagnitudes of these
effects appear to be in line with previous results (Figure 1).
Further discussion and integration of the present results with
previous findings appear in the General Discussion.

Experiment 1 identified the lower limit for perceptual sen-
sitivity to spectral properties of preceding sounds during vow-
el categorization. Does this result inform perceptual sensitivity
to preceding context during consonant categorization? The
linear relationship between SCEs and amount of spectral am-
plification (i.e., filter gain) was similarly strong for consonants
(Stilp & Assgari, 2017) as it was for vowels (Stilp et al., 2015;
Stilp & Alexander, 2016). This is despite studies differing in
both context and target stimuli, spectral cues (F1 vs. F3), fre-
quency regions (below 1,000 vs. 1,700–3,700 Hz), and spec-
tral bandwidths receiving amplification (300 vs. 1,000 Hz).
However, this does not guarantee that listeners will exhibit
similar sensitivity to spectral increments across different band-
widths and frequency regions than those tested in Experiment
1. Experiment 2 used the same paradigm as Experiment 1 to
measure perceptual sensitivity to preceding acoustic context
during consonant categorization.

Methods

Participants

Twenty undergraduate students at the University of Louisville
participated in exchange for course credit. None participated
in Experiment 1. All participants were native English speakers
and reported normal hearing.

Stimuli

Context

The context stimulus was a recording of a male talker saying
BCorrect execution of my instructions is crucial^ (2,200 ms,
mean fundamental frequency = 146.90 Hz, SD = 15.58). This
sentence, selected from the TIMIT database (Garofolo et al.,
1990), is the same stimulus used in Stilp and Assgari (2017).

Average energy in 1,700-2,700 Hz and 2,700-3,700 Hz re-
gions was equal in this sentence. Following Stilp and
Assgari (2017), the sentence was then processed by a 1,000-
Hz-wide finite impulse response filter near F3 in the target
consonants /da/ and /ga/, creating Blow-F3-amplified^
(1,700-2,700 Hz) and Bhigh-F3-amplified^ (2,700-3,700 Hz)
renditions of the context. As in Experiment 1, filter gain in the
passband (with zero gain at other frequencies) varied from +1
to +4 dB in 1-dB steps. Filters were created using the fir2
function in MATLAB (MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA) with
1,200 coefficients. Finally, context stimuli were low-pass fil-
tered with a cutoff frequency of 5,000 Hz.

Targets

Target consonants were the same /da/-to-/ga/ continuum as pre-
viously tested by Stilp and Assgari (2017). These ten morphed
natural tokens were taken from Stephens and Holt (2011). F3
onset frequencies varied from 2,703 Hz (/da/ endpoint) to
2,338 Hz (/ga/ endpoint) before converging at/near 2,614 Hz
for the following /a/. The duration of the consonant transition
was 63 ms, and total syllable duration was 365 ms. Each con-
text and consonant target was set to equal root mean square
(RMS) amplitude. Trial sequences were then created by
concatenating one consonant target to a context sentence with
a 50-ms silent interstimulus interval.

Procedure

Experiment 2 used the same procedure as Experiment 1.

Results

All 20 listeners categorized endpoint vowels with 80% accu-
racy in the practice session and throughout the main experi-
ment, so results from all were included in analyses. Results
were again analyzed using generalized linear mixed-effect
models in R, using the same model architecture as in
Experiment 1 and previous experiments (Stilp et al., 2015;
Stilp & Assgari, 2017)2. The default level of Filter
Frequency was high F3, and the dependent variable coded a
Bda^ response as 0 and a Bga^ response as 1.

Model coefficients are listed in Table 2, and mean re-
sponses with model fits are shown in Figure 2. Estimates in
Table 2 are relative to the default level of Filter Frequency
(high F3) and values of 0 for mean-centered variables Target
and Filter Gain. The significant effect of Target predicted
more Bga^ responses in the high-F3-filtered condition with
each rightward step along the consonant continuum (toward
the /ga/ endpoint). The significant negative effect of Filter
Frequency predicted a decrease in Bga^ responses when the
filtering condition was changed from high F3 to low F3,
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consistent with the hypothesized direction of SCEs. Finally,
the significant interaction between Filter Frequency and Filter
Gain predicted that for each 1-dB increase in filter gain, lis-
teners would respond Bga^ less often when the filtering con-
dition was changed from high F3 to low F3. The model pre-
dicted that SCEs would increase as filter gain increased,

similar to Experiment 1 (Table 1). This particular prediction
is revisited in the Discussion.

The model was again reanalyzed with Filter Gain coded as a
categorical factor to test SCEs at each level of filter gain. SCEs
were calculated the same way as described in Experiment 1.
SCEs were statistically significantly at filter gains of +4 (mean
SCE = 0.51 stimulus steps; β = –0.91, Z = –4.83, p < 0.001) and
+3 dB (mean SCE = 0.24 stimulus steps; β = –0.43, Z = –2.68,
p < 0.01), but were not significantly different from 0 at filter
gains of +2 dB (mean SCE = 0.11 stimulus steps; β = –0.20, Z
= –1.28, p = 0.20) or +1 dB (mean SCE = 0.10 stimulus steps; β
= –0.17, Z = –1.09, p = 0.28).

Discussion

Experiments 1 and 2 utilized different context sentences
where different frequency regions with different bandwidths
were amplified. Target stimuli differed markedly in terms of
the spectral cues and frequency regions that differentiated lis-
teners’ responses. Nevertheless, results were highly consistent
across experiments. Context sentences with +3 and +4 dB
spectral amplification in key frequency regions significantly
biased categorization of the subsequent vowel or consonant

Table 2 Mixed-effects model results for Experiment 2. BTarget^ refers
to the slope of the logistic function, defined as the change in log odds of
the listener responding Bga^ resulting from a change of one step along the
consonant continuum. BFilterFrequency^ lists the change in log odds of
the listener responding Bga^ resulting from changing the context filtering
from the high F3 region (2,700-3,700 Hz) to the low F3 region (1,700–
2,700 Hz). BFilterGain^ lists the change in log odds of a Bga^ response
resulting from increasing filter gain by 1 dB. BFilterFrequency x
FilterGain^ indicates the change in the size of the FilterFrequency effect
(i.e., SCE) per dB of filter gain. SE = standard error of the mean.

Estimate SE Z p

Intercept –0.31 0.26 –1.20 0.23

Target 1.75 0.10 17.27 <2e–16

FilterFrequency –0.42 0.08 –5.18 <3e–7

FilterGain 0.08 0.06 1.21 0.23

FilterFrequency x FilterGain –0.24 0.07 –3.28 <2e–3

Fig. 2 Stimuli and results from Experiment 2. The top row depicts long-
term average spectra of the context sentence, filtered to add +1 (leftmost
panel) to +4 dB (rightmost panel) amplification in one of two frequency
regions: low F3 (1,700-2,700 Hz; dashed blue lines) or high F3 (2,700-
3,700Hz; solid red lines). In the middle row, circles depict listeners’mean
responses as a function of each target consonant in the consonant contin-
uum. Curves fit to the data are predicted responses generated by the
generalized linear mixed-effects model. The bottom row depicts previous

results from Stilp and Assgari (2017; black circles), the linear regression
fit to those data (solid black line), the same regression extrapolated down
to the filter gains under investigation (dashed black line), and results from
Experiment 2 (red squares). In this plot, both past and present results are
from mixed-effects models where filter gains are tested categorically; i.e.,
each condition examined individually without the assumption that SCEs
scaled linearly as a function of filter gain
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via SCEs, but sentences with +1 and +2 dB peaks did not bias
speech categorization.

Because Experiments 1 and 2 produced the same pattern of
results, one might search for common underlying acoustic
properties in the context sentences. Figure 3 illustrates the
amplitude envelopes in low-F1 and high-F1 (top) and low-F3
and high-F3 frequency regions (bottom) of unfiltered context
sentences from each experiment using a shared y-axis. Overall
energy in these frequency regions markedly differed, with
more energy at lower (F1) frequencies. Additionally, modula-
tions in F1 versus F3 frequency regions also differed consid-
erably. As such, it is difficult to identify key acoustic charac-
teristics responsible for generating the same patterns of results
across experiments.

General discussion

When spectral properties of earlier sounds differ from those in
a subsequent target sound, categorization of the target sound
becomes biased through spectral contrast effects (SCEs).
Previous studies revealed that differentially amplifying key
frequency regions in the context by +5 dB was sufficient to
produce SCEs (Stilp et al., 2015; Assgari & Stilp, 2015; Stilp
& Alexander, 2016; Stilp & Assgari, 2017), but they did not
elucidate the lower limit of perceptual sensitivity to such spec-
tral differences. Here, filter gain was progressively decreased
to reveal when the preceding sentence no longer biased cate-
gorization of a subsequent speech target. Vowel categorization
(Experiment 1) and consonant categorization (Experiment 2)
both showed the same pattern of results: SCEs biased

categorization performance following +4 and +3 dB amplifi-
cation of key frequencies in the context, but no such biases
were produced by +2 and +1 dB amplification.

Previous studies used linear regressions to relate shifts in
speech categorization to the magnitudes of spectral prominences
in earlier sounds (Stilp et al., 2015; Stilp & Alexander, 2016;
Stilp & Assgari, 2017). When combining past and present re-
sults, these relationships maintained for vowel categorization
[combining Stilp and Alexander (2016) results with
Experiment 1: r = 0.98, p < 0.0001] and consonant categoriza-
tion [combining Stilp and Assgari (2017) results with
Experiment 2: r = 0.99, p < 0.0001]. While one might conclude
that a linear relationship is an excellent descriptor of spectral
amplification in earlier sounds and subsequent SCEs in catego-
rization of later sounds, there are reasons to be circumspect
about the exact nature of this relationship. First, each analysis
above combines results from two different listener groups who
heard different ranges of spectral amplification in the context
sentences (+1 to +4 dB here; +5 to +20 dB in previous studies).
Second, SCEs might increase at different rates depending on the
extent of spectral amplification in the context. Themixed-effects
models assumed that the Filter Frequency x Filter Gain interac-
tion is linear in nature, or that SCE magnitudes would increase
linearly with each additional dB of filter gain. This interaction
was statistically significant for each listener group in past and
present studies, but predicted SCE magnitudes increased faster
from +1 to +4 dB filter gain (vowels: 0.18 stimulus steps per
additional dB of filter gain; consonants: 0.14 steps/dB) than
from +5 to +20 dB filter gain [vowels in Stilp & Alexander
(2016): 0.09 steps/dB; consonants in Stilp & Assgari (2017):
0.07 steps/dB]. Third, when the assumption of SCEmagnitudes

Fig. 3 Spectral characteristics of context sentences tested in Experiment 1
(BPlease say what this vowel is^; top row) and Experiment 2 (BCorrect
execution of my instructions is crucial^; bottom row). Spectrograms are
depicted at left, with low- and high-F1 (top) or low- and high-F3 (bottom)

frequency regions highlighted. At right, low-pass-filtered amplitude en-
velopes from these frequency regions are plotted using a common y-axis.
Dashed blue lines depict lower-frequency (low-F1 or low-F3) envelopes;
solid red lines depict higher-frequency (high-F1 or high-F3) envelopes
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scaling linearly with filter gain was removed in post hoc analy-
ses, results at smaller versus larger amounts of filter gain differed
in nature. In previous studies from +5 to +20 dB, SCE magni-
tudes increased linearly as a function of filter gain even without
the mixed-effects model assuming this to be the case. Across
small filter gains in the present experiments, SCE magnitudes
increasedmore akin to step functions, particularly in Experiment
1. These points raise questions about whether SCEs magnitudes
indeed scale linearly across all amounts of spectral amplification
in earlier sounds, or only over a particular range of filter gains.

Results are consistent with adaptation-related mechanisms
that have been suggested to underlie SCEs in speech percep-
tion (Delgutte, 1996; Delgutte et al., 1996; Holt et al., 2000;
Holt & Lotto, 2002). In earlier studies, considerable spectral
amplification in the context sounds biased subsequent speech
categorization through SCEs (see Stilp et al., 2015 for review).
These results would be consistent with neural adaptation or
adaptation of inhibition/suppression producing a greater re-
sponse to unadapted or less-adapted frequencies in the target
sound than adapted frequencies present in the context sounds.
Here, small amounts of amplification minimally altered the
spectra of context sounds; when amplification was less than
+3 dB, no SCEs were observed. It is possible that +1 or +2 dB
spectral amplification did not produce differential patterns of
neural adaptation (following amplification of the lower- ver-
sus higher-frequency region in the context sentence); this
would be consistent with no observed effects of context filter-
ing on categorization of the subsequent speech target. This
outcome was predicted by Holt et al. (2000), where less in-
tense precursor sounds (here, key frequency regions being
amplified to a smaller extent) should yield smaller context
effects on categorization of subsequent speech sounds.
While the present results fit within a framework where SCEs
are produced by adaptation-related mechanisms, direct confir-
mation of these physiological substrates is still required.

Spectral context is most influential when disambiguating per-
ceptually ambiguous speech sounds. These sounds were found
toward the middle of the vowel and consonant target continua,
and context effects are most evident here (Figures 1, 2).
Conversely, the endpoints of these target continua are far less
perceptually ambiguous and thus less influenced by context.
However, naturally produced speech sounds frequently fall short
of such extremes (Lindblom, 1963). Due to coarticulation, spec-
tral properties of speech sounds are often concessions due to
where speech articulators have been and where they are going
next. Perception compensates for this Bundershoot^ by magni-
fying spectral differences between successive sounds, such that
lower-frequency context can increase percepts of a higher-
frequency target, and vice versa (Lindblom & Studdert-
Kennedy, 1967; Holt et al., 2000). Evidence that spectral context
helps disambiguate more perceptually ambiguous (here, mid-
continuum) speech sounds parallels everyday speech produc-
tion, where target phonemes are more acoustically ambiguous

than idealized target productions (here, continuum endpoints).
The fact that spectral amplification of earlier stimuli can be
extremely modest (+3 dB) yet still influence categorization of
later sounds suggests that SCEs influence everyday speech per-
ception more often than previously considered.

High perceptual sensitivity to spectral characteristics in
earlier sounds was likely facilitated by extremely low acoustic
variability across contexts. Each trial presented one of two
filtered versions of the same context sentence, making acous-
tic variability from trial to trial extremely low. Assgari and
colleagues have shown that acoustic variability across context
sentences can diminish SCEs. When +5 dB spectral amplifi-
cation was added to context sentences, hearing 200 different
talkers resulted in smaller SCEs than hearing the same talker
on every trial (Assgari & Stilp, 2015). Subsequent experi-
ments revealed that variability in the talkers’ fundamental fre-
quencies but not their gender modulated this relationship
(Assgari et al., 2016). However, when large (+20 dB) spectral
peaks were added to context sentences, SCE magnitudes were
comparable irrespective of the number of talkers (Assgari &
Stilp, 2015). Thus, if preceding contexts exhibit little acoustic
variability from trial to trial, SCEs can be produced by very
small spectral amplification (as in the present experiments); if
contexts exhibit high acoustic variability, larger amounts of
spectral amplification may be required to produce SCEs.

In conclusion, the present experiments established the low-
er limit of perceptual sensitivity to spectral properties of earlier
sounds during speech categorization. In vowel categorization
and consonant categorization alike, responses were signifi-
cantly biased by +3 and +4 dB amplification of key frequen-
cies in the context sentence, but were not biased by smaller
amounts of spectral amplification. At present, it is difficult to
identify common acoustic characteristics that were shared
across context sentences that might underlie similar patterns
of results. Nevertheless, sensitivity to such modest spectral
differences across sounds reinforces the fact that sensory sys-
tems are remarkably sensitive to changes in the environment,
in this case even relatively small ones.
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